History 671: Schedule

Wed Aug 22, 2012

5pm - 8pm History 671: Introduction to History 671 and Public History

Where: Greenlaw 317
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description:
Agenda: Review syllabus and "how the course works" in Sakai. Introduce service-learning portion. Pre-semester survey. Signups for discussion leaders/minute takers. Discussion of readings. Readings: Loewen, Excerpts from Lies Across America Woodward, "Shaping the People's History of America"

Mon Aug 27, 2012

5pm - 6pm History 671: Deadline to complete survey/sign up for Minute Taker and Discussion Leader duties

Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant

Wed Aug 29, 2012

5pm - 8pm History 671: Digital History and the Blue Ridge Parkway, Part 1

Where: Greenlaw 317
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description:

Wed Sep 5, 2012

5pm - 8pm History 671: Digital History and the Blue Ridge Parkway, Part

Where: Greenlaw 317
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description:

5pm - 6pm History 671: Undergraduates begin metadata tasks; Graduates (except SILS) begin overlook editing tasks.

Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant

Wed Sep 12, 2012

5pm - 8pm History 671: History in the Built Environment--Historic Preservation as Public History

Where: Old Well (5:00); Greenlaw 317 (6:30)
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description:
Agenda: 5:00-6:30 pm: Meet at Old Well for outing on McCorkle Place with Guests: Cecelia Moore (ABD, UNC History Dept/Chancellor's Ofc) and Wendy Hillis (former Campus Historic Preservation Officer). 6:30-7:50 pm: Greenlaw 317. Discussion of the Blue Ridge Parkway built environment as seen in Driving Through Time photographs, and history and practice of "cultural resources management" and historic preservation. Readings: Tom King, Thinking about Cultural Resource Management (entire) Pitcaithley, "Abraham Lincoln's Birthplace Cabin," (article; access via Texts & Readings list in Sakai)

5pm - 6pm History 671: Tentative Overlook topics should be chosen

Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Wed Sep 19, 2012

5pm - 8pm  History 671: New Perspectives on Old Places (UNC Campus, Colonial Williamsburg)

Where: Greenlaw 317 (5:00); Unsung Founders Memorial, McCorkle Place (6:15)
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description: Agenda: 5:00 pm: Greenlaw 317. Discussion of readings. Report on progress of photocard processing and overlook topic refinement. 6:15 pm: Tour/Guest [confirmed]: Prof. Tim McMillan (African and Afro-American Studies, UNC), "Black and Blue Tour" of UNC Campus. We will walk together from Greenlaw to Unsung Founders Memorial to meet Prof. McMillan. Readings: Review Loewen, excerpts from Lies Across America (found in Sakai readings area) Handler & Gable, The New History in an Old Museum, Intro, Chaps. 1-5

Mon Sep 24, 2012

All day  History 671: Meeting #1 with GRC this week: Finalize Overlook topic

Mon Sep 24, 2012 - Tue Sep 25, 2012
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant

Wed Sep 26, 2012

5pm - 6pm  History 671: Graduate (SILS) metadata project begins

Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant

5pm - 6pm  History 671: Undergraduate metadata project should be complete

Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant

5pm - 8pm  History 671: Why History Changes

Where: Greenlaw 317
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description: Agenda: Discussion of readings DTT check-in (undergraduate metadata should be done). Overlooks research discussion with GRC should happen this week. Readings: Handler & Gable, New History in an Old Museum, chaps. 6-9

Wed Oct 3, 2012

5pm - 8pm  History 671: Thinking about the Public and History

Where: Greenlaw 317
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description: Agenda: DTT: Debrief about metadata project; discuss overlooks. Discuss readings. Readings: Rosenzweig and Thelen, The Presence of the Past (entire)

Wed Oct 10, 2012

5pm - 8pm  History 671: Thinking about Archives & Special Collections

Where: Wilson Library (entire class period)
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description: Agenda: (Entire meeting in Wilson Library) 5:00 - 6:15 pm: History and Role of the North Carolina Collection, Robert Anthony, Curator, North Carolina Collection, Wilson Library (Meet at Wilson Library east door--next to UL) 6:30-7:50 pm: Mass Digitization of Records of the Civil Rights Movement, Joyce Chapman and Sam Leonard, TRLN’s “Content, Context, and Capacity: A Collaborative Large-Scale Digitization Project on the Long Civil Rights Movement in North Carolina” (Class will stay in Wilson Library and tour the Digital Production Lab). Readings: Links for the following are available on the Texts & Readings page of Sakai: AOTUS Blog (Archivist of the United States) TRLN’s “Content, Context, and Capacity: A Collaborative Large-Scale Digitization Project on the Long Civil Rights Movement in North Carolina” project website Sherrat, Tim, “It’s About the Stuff.”

Mon Oct 15, 2012

12pm - 1:30pm  Digital Tools history workshop

Where: Hamilton 569
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
History671: Schedule, Weather

Wed Oct 17, 2012

5pm - 8pm  History 671 [No class; Fall Break]
Where: Greenlaw 317
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant

Mon Oct 22, 2012

10:30pm - 11:30pm  History 671: Meeting #2 with GRC this week
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant

Wed Oct 24, 2012

5pm - 6pm  History 671: Issues in Public History Essay Due (Grads only)
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant

5pm - 8pm  History 671: History and Tourism in Chapel Hill & Charleston
Where: Carolina Inn (5:00 pm); Greenlaw 317 (6:30 pm)
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description:
Agenda: 5:00-6:30 pm: Carolina Inn Tour and Conversation: Kenneth Zogry, Ph.D. (meet 5:00 pm Carolina Inn NORTH PARLOR) [updated 10/23/12] 7:00-7:50pm: STAY AT INN; Discussion of readings. [Updated 10/23/12] Readings: Yuhl, Golden Haze of Memory (entire) Roberts & Kytle, "Looking the Thing in the Face" (article, PDF on Sakai)

Wed Oct 31, 2012

5pm - 8pm  History 671: Meaningful Interpretation
Where: Greenlaw 317
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description:
Agenda: 5:00-6:00: Discussion of readings 6:00-6:20: GIS as a tool for historical exploration (Guest: Rebecca Dobbs, PhD, Historical Geographer) 6:30-7:50: Workshop: Interpreting and Visualizing the Past with Google Earth (Guest: Peter Zasowski, MILS) Readings: Visualizing the Past: Graphs, Maps, and Trees . . . (Link on Texts & Readings page in Sakai) Tilden, Interpreting Our Heritage (entire)

Wed Nov 7, 2012

5pm - 6pm  History 671: Graduate metadata task complete; Graduate overlook editing task complete
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant

5pm - 8pm  History 671: Interpretation, Controversy, and Painful Pasts
Where: Greenlaw 317
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description:
Agenda: 5:00-6:15 pm: The Development of the Heart Mountain (WY) Interpretive Learning Center -- Guest: Eric Muller, UNC School of Law 6:25-7:50 pm: Discussion of readings Readings: Ogline, Nash, Feller, Pitcaithley (Cosmic Threat), Gardner, Wallace (all linked from Texts & Readings page in Sakai)

Fri Nov 9, 2012

All day  History 671: Extra credit: Events with Dwight Pitcaithley & other public historians (TBA)
Fri Nov 9, 2012 - Sat Nov 10, 2012
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant

Wed Nov 14, 2012

5pm - 8pm  History 671: Participatory Public History
Where: Greenlaw 317
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description:
History671: Schedule, Weather

Wed Nov 21, 2012

5pm - 8pm  History 671 [No class; Thanksgiving]
[Where: Greenlaw 317
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant]

11:59pm - 12am  History 671: Midsemester Project Reflection Due
[Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant]

Thu Nov 22, 2012

12am - 12:30am  History 671: Midsemester Project Reflection Due
[Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant]

Wed Nov 28, 2012

5pm - 8pm  History 671: Public History Professionalization--Politics, Advocacy, Organizations
[Where: Greenlaw 317
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description: Agenda: Discuss readings Find and discuss a public history job Readings: Greenfield, Miller, History@Work Blog, Public History Resources page, Carolina Comments (all linked from Texts & Readings page in Sakai)]

Wed Dec 5, 2012

5pm - 8pm  History 671: Overlook Lightning Presentations
[Where: Greenlaw 317
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant
Description: Agenda: Overlook presentations! Semester reflections.

11:30pm - 12am  History 671: All Service-Learning Hours Must Be Complete
[Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant]

11:30pm - 12am  History 671: Final Overlooks Due
[Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant]

Mon Dec 10, 2012

4pm - 7pm  History 671 Final Exam
[Where: Greenlaw 317
Calendar: History671: Schedule
Created by: Anne Whisnant]